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A B S T R A C T   

Strategic alliances are increasingly important to firms, yet many alliances do not achieve their goals. This lack of 
success can be attributed to poor mitigation of risks related to performance and to managing relationships. 
Current conceptualizations of the capability to manage the post-formation stage of alliances overly focus on 
mitigation of relationship management risks, and as a result do not fully address both types of risks. We draw on 
Social Exchange theory, the Resource Based View and Transactions Costs Economics to extend the conceptual-
ization of alliance management capability (AMC) by adding specific justice-related activities and resource 
management skills to the extant conceptualizations. We focus our attention on the post formation stage. We test 
our hypotheses using a sample of 154 Indian firms engaged in strategic alliances in the IT industry and we find 
support for our extended conceptualization of AMC and a strong positive association with alliance performance. 
We also demonstrate that our extended conceptualization provides additional explanatory power in relation to 
alliance performance than the original AMC. Implications for managers and opportunities for future research are 
explored.   

1. Introduction 

The strategic importance of alliances for organizations across 
different industries (Balboni, Marchi, & Vignola, 2018; O’Dwyer & 
Gilmore, 2018) is evidenced from industry reports showing that orga-
nizations are increasingly entering strategic alliances as they seek to 
address challenges in the global environment (Saada & Gomes-Casseres, 
2019; Vitasek, 2020). However, alliance failure rates remain high 
(Gomes, Barnes, & Mahmood, 2016; Wang & Dyball, 2019), with 
Whitler (2014) reporting a failure rate of 60% from one global study, 
and Simoons (2018) noting a failure rate of up to 80%. While alliances 
may terminate naturally, or indeed have a planned termination date 
(Rahman & Korn, 2014), this does not account for the high reported 
level of failure. Alliance failure is a multi-faceted problem (Yang, Siva-
das, Kanf, & Oh, 2012), and is defined as when the alliance partners do 
not achieve the goals they set for the alliance. The reasons for failure can 
be attributed to risks that alliances face (Das & Teng, 2001a, 2001b) and 
have been partly attributed to poor alliance management (Niesten & 
Jolink, 2015; Schreiner, Kale, & Corsten, 2009). Extant research posits 
that crafting a capability to better manage the dynamics and risks 
inherent in the post-formation stage of alliances is posited as a solution 

to the failure problem (Kohtamäki, Rabetino, & Möller, 2018; Leischnig, 
Geigenmüller, & Lohmann, 2014; Robson, Katsikeas, Schlegelmilch, & 
Pramböck, 2019; Schilke & Goerzen, 2010; Schreiner et al., 2009; Wang 
& Dyball, 2019; Wang & Rajagopalan, 2015). This capability can be 
understood as a set of skills and activities required by alliance partners 
to deal with issues that arise in this stage (Forkmann, Henneberg, & 
Mitrega, 2018; Gulati, 1998; Schreiner et al., 2009). These skills and 
activities are typically grouped together as an Alliance Management 
Capability (AMC) though the constituent elements of this capability are 
not always agreed upon in the literature (Kohtamäki et al., 2018; Niesten 
& Jolink, 2015; Schreiner et al., 2009; Wang & Rajagopalan, 2015). 

The literature has distinguished between capabilities to manage in-
dividual alliances and those needed to manage alliance portfolios 
(Schilke & Goerzen, 2010). This paper focusses on individual alliances 
recognizing that the capability to manage alliances can be developed 
from experience and prior alliance success/failure. We concentrate on 
what is typically the longest stage of the alliance life cycle: the post- 
formation stage, addressing a research gap identified by Albers, Wohl-
gezogen, and Zajac (2016) relating to how alliances are managed inside 
the firm. While we acknowledge that the pre-formation stage can also 
impact alliances negatively (Wang & Rajagopalan, 2015), the post- 
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formation stage is typically the longest stage of the alliance life cycle, 
and where value is derived from the alliance for partners. 

The post-formation stage tends to face two specific types of risk, 
performance risk and relational risk (Gomes et al., 2016). In the post- 
formation stage, Schreiner et al. (2009) have developed a set of three 
skills (coordination, communication and bonding) for individual alli-
ances in the post-formation stage, which they term AMC. Wang and 
Rajagopalan (2015), in a review paper on alliance capabilities, suggest 
two additional skills (learning and exiting). Kohtamäki et al. (2018), in a 
wider review of alliance capability literature suggest a different type of 
AMC. Based on extant research (Gomes et al., 2016; Niesten & Jolink, 
2015; Wang & Rajagopalan, 2015), we contend that the current con-
ceptualizations necessitate extension to better manage alliance perfor-
mance heterogeneities, consequently enhancing the alliance success 
rate. While relationship management skills are clearly well researched 
and understood, and contribute to mitigating relational risk (Gomes 
et al., 2016), current literature often overly focuses on these skills 
(Forkmann et al., 2018). This paper addresses this gap in the AMC 
literature, through inclusion of skills to mitigate performance risk. While 
the literature is not silent on these issues, methods to mitigate both types 
of risk are often siloed, thus conceptualizations of AMC tend not to 
include activities and skills around resource management and justice, 
which we suggest are essential for the successful management of an 
alliance on a day-to-day basis. 

We conceptualize, and empirically validate, an extended conceptu-
alization of AMC, suitable for the post-formation stage, to mitigate the 
performance and relational risks that contribute to alliance failure, 
drawing upon Social Exchange Theory (SET), the Resource Based View 
(RBV) of the firm, and Transactions Costs Economics (TCE). SET (Blau, 
1964; Cropanzano, Anthony, Daniels, & Hall, 2017) is apposite as the 
management of alliances occurs in a relationship context (Cao & 
Lumineau, 2015; Musarra, Robson, & Katsikeas, 2016). This comple-
ments our view that economic transactions, such as alliances, are 
embedded in social relations (Luo, Liu, Yang, Maksimov, & Hou, 2015). 
A key proposition of SET, that we draw on, is that for all actions taken, 
the more they are rewarded, then the more likely that action is to be 
taken again (Cropanzano et al., 2017). Alliances are typically formed to 
access, and exploit, shared and/or joint resources (Cao & Lumineau, 
2015; Gomes et al., 2016; Niesten & Jolink, 2015) and thus the RBV 
provides opportunities to enhance our understanding of how alliances 
manage these resources (Kraaijenbrink, Spender, & Groen, 2010). 
Stemming from the RBV tradition (Chiambaretto & Wassmer, 2019; 
Forkmann et al., 2018), the literature on capabilities informs our 
framework in that what firms do with resources is as important as which 
resources they have (Sirmon, Hitt, Ireland, & Anitra, 2011). Reviews of 
alliance capabilities (Forkmann et al., 2018) inform our motivation to 
extend AMC outside of the relational domain. We draw on TCE to help 
explain why firms make choices around developing various capabilities. 
TCE (Williamson, 1985) tends to be mainly applied in the pre-formation 
stage when alliance governance is the core focus. However, partners in 
an alliance make investments of resources in alliances, and these 
alliance-specific investments (Liu, Liu, & Li, 2014) may have limited 
value outside the alliance. It thus behooves the alliance partner to 
develop skills to effectively manage the alliance to reduce the chance of 
opportunistic behavior (Trada & Goyal, 2017), and get the most value 
from alliance-specific assets (Liu et al., 2014). 

We begin by outlining that the focus of our paper is to identify ac-
tivities and skills that together form an alliance management capability 
to mitigate performance and relationship risks. We develop our rationale 
for the seven activities and skills that are the core of our extended AMC 
conceptualization, underpinned by two meta-analysis papers, and a re-
view of relevant literature. Following this, we discuss alliance perfor-
mance and build our hypothesis which is a comparison of our extended 
model and the AMC model developed by Schreiner et al. (2009). We 
then turn to our Methods and present our Results. We develop our 
contributions in our Discussion section and provide implications for 

managers. The paper concludes with limitations and proposed research 
directions. 

2. Theoretical framework and hypothesis development 

We contend that alliance management is fundamentally about 
managing risk, a topic that has received significant attention in the 
literature (Das & Teng, 2001a, 2001b; Gomes et al., 2016; Latusek & 
Vlaar, 2018). There are two types of risks in the post-formation stage 
namely relational risk and performance risk (Das & Teng, 2001a, 2001b; 
Gomes et al., 2016). Relational risk arises from the possibility of an 
alliance partner not committing itself fully to an alliance and/or delib-
erately working in a selfish manner at the expense of its alliance partner 
(Das & Teng, 2001a). Performance risk arises due to a possibility of 
alliance objectives not being met despite the partners working well 
together (Das & Teng, 2001b). Performance risk may occur due to fac-
tors that are within a firm’s control or external to the firm. Conse-
quently, we, in line with literature on alliance capabilities and existing 
conceptualizations (Kohtamäki et al., 2018; Niesten & Jolink, 2018; 
Schreiner et al., 2009), extend the set of firm-level activities and skills 
that comprise AMC which provide the firm with skills and activities to 
mitigate relational and performance risk. 

In a review paper analyzing 100 empirical alliance capability arti-
cles, Wang and Rajagopalan (2015) identify five skills in the post- 
formation stage for individual alliances. Three of these five (communi-
cation, bonding, and coordination) are directly from Schreiner et al. 
(2009) and relate to building relationships (communication and 
bonding) and coordinating resources and activities. These are important 
skills and reviews of AMC typically contain these aspects (Kohtamäki 
et al., 2018; Niesten & Jolink, 2018) in one form or another. The fourth 
skill is related to four intra-firm learning processes (Kale & Singh, 2009): 
articulating, codifying, sharing and internalizing knowledge. We posit 
that these learning processes are fundamentally about how to best 
manage the resource base available to the alliance to generate successful 
outcomes, and thus while we draw on Kale and Singh (2009) and related 
works, we turn our attention to development of skills for effective 
resource management. This is in line with TCE, as efforts to better use 
transaction-specific assets create value for alliance partners (Liu et al., 
2014), and answers a call from Forkmann et al. (2018) to extend alliance 
capabilities outside their traditional domain of relationship-oriented 
skills. 

We further suggest that for knowledge to be shared effectively an 
organization should develop a set of activities to ensure that this 
knowledge is shared fairly, and thus we advance the importance of 
fostering activities within the organization to demonstrate justice in 
alliance management. Justice has also been found to be a key factor in 
mitigating against relationship dissolution (Yang et al., 2012) and it has 
been shown to enhance relationship performance (Bouazzaoui, Wu, 
Roehrich, Squire, & Roath, 2020; Lumineau & Oliveira, 2018). Percep-
tions of injustice may also, using a TCE logic, foster opportunism (Trada 
& Goyal, 2017) and conflict (Narasimhan, Narayanan, & Srinivasan, 
2013). The final skill noted by Wang and Rajagopalan (2015) is that of 
knowing when to exit (Simonin, 1997). We agree that this is an 
important skill, however we suggest that it is not essential for alliance 
management on a day-to-day basis, therefore we view it as an inde-
pendent alliance-related skill, outside of our extended conceptualization 
of AMC. 

In another significant review paper, Kohtamäki et al. (2018) develop 
a taxonomy of three alliance capabilities, alliance management capa-
bility, alliance integration capability and alliance learning capability, 
which include eight sets of skills, processes and structures. These 
encompass both individual alliances and portfolios of alliances. The 
paper stresses, quite rightly, the importance of structures, such as 
interfirm councils (Lorenzoni & Lipparini, 1999), however our goal is to 
consider alliance management from a process view to help firms 
recognize the skills which ultimately may be embedded in such 
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structures, therefore while we do not include these structural elements 
in the measurement of our AMC conceptualization, we do draw upon 
them to operationalize our dimensions. Upon reviewing the twenty-one 
individual processes, skills and structures arising from the eight sets, it is 
clear that the three skills identified by Schreiner et al. (2009) and reit-
erated by Wang and Rajagopalan (2015) are present, though not all are 
within the specific alliance management capability heading. Kohtamäki 
et al. (2018) place strong emphasis on developing skills to share 
knowledge. We contend that our introduction of a set of activities to 
develop fair procedures and fair sharing of outcomes, that is distributive 
and procedural justice, is in line with their work in this area. Kohtamäki 
et al. (2018) also consider how adaptation is required to adjust re-
lationships to cope with change (Niesten & Jolink, 2015) and specif-
ically note, in the context of knowledge, the importance of combination. 
We draw upon these skills in our paper reflecting that knowledge of how 
to manage resources is at the center of AMC, and thus we posit that a 
skill to adapt resources to changing circumstances and a skill to combine 
resources to achieve a goal are key to the management of alliances. 

The key argument in this paper is that alliance management capa-
bility is a firm level capability that includes seven separate, yet related, 
skills and activities: coordination, communication, bonding, distributive 
justice, procedural justice, resource combination and adaptation. We 
claim that these seven, in combination, serve to mitigate relational and 
performance risk in an alliance context. The idea of combining skills to 
form AMC is well understood in this literature (Kohtamäki et al., 2018; 
Schreiner et al., 2009; Wang & Rajagopalan, 2015), and we follow this 
approach, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Schilke (2014a) confirms the appro-
priateness of a second order conceptualization approach in an alliance 
context. The AMC components proposed in this paper have been 

categorized by their theoretical underpinnings, namely social exchange, 
organizational justice, and resource management, to facilitate better 
understanding of the conceptual model. The next sections discuss these 
firm-level skills and activities in more detail leading to the development 
of the core hypothesis. 

2.1. Social exchange 

The extant literature on alliances has used different theoretical lenses 
(He, Meadows, Angwin, Gomes, & Child, 2020) but SET has proved 
popular (Cao & Lumineau, 2015; Musarra et al., 2016). SET suggests 
that governance is inherently relational in an alliance context, and this is 
particularly pertinent to the post-formation stage. The key ideas of social 
exchange are unspecified obligation and reciprocity (Blau, 1964). The 
AMC concept developed by Schreiner et al. (2009), with its constituent 
skills of communication, coordination, and bonding, helps organizations 
to make social exchange work in practice, through encouraging the 
development of obligation and reciprocity. Our attention now turns to 
explaining each of these factors. 

2.1.1. Coordination 
In an inter-firm context, Gulati et al. (2012, p.537) define coordi-

nation as the “deliberate and orderly alignment or adjustment of part-
ners’ actions to achieve jointly determined goals”. The coordination 
aspect of AMC entails a firm having the skill to effectively manage the 
interdependencies between partners via clear division of tasks and re-
sponsibilities (Schreiner et al., 2009). This expertise is required even if 
there are minimal concerns between partners (Dan & Zondag, 2016; 
Min, 2017) since an alliance entails considerable interdependence of 

Fig. 1. Hypothesized model of alliance management capability and alliance performance.  
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tasks without the proper structure available in hierarchies (Gulati & 
Singh, 1998). While much of the initial coordination mechanisms may 
be formal or contractual (Contractor & Reuer, 2014), as alliances 
develop, how coordination is enacted between partners assumes more 
import. A coordination skill can be embedded in formal processes to deal 
with customer queries that permit the alliance partners to deal with 
routine decisions in an efficient and effective manner. A clear coordi-
nation process is core to the success of an alliance as how partners deal 
with changes in their internal and external environments requires 
continual adjustment to maintain their focus on achieving their goals. 

2.1.2. Communication 
In an alliance, it is important to periodically share information be-

tween alliance members to enhance day-to-day decision making (Schilke 
& Lumineau, 2018). To complete a joint task effectively and efficiently, 
firms need to pass complete and relevant information to their partners in 
a timely manner (Schreiner et al., 2009). This communication can be 
carried out in both formal and informal ways. Firms in an alliance need 
to establish formal communication protocols, such as weekly meetings, 
to provide a platform that encourages trust, information sharing, and 
learning between partners (Muthusamy & White, 2005; Schreiner et al., 
2009) and to provide opportunities to discuss risks and challenges with 
each other. In addition to formal ways, alliance partners can for example 
organize team events and plan informal activities together to develop 
opportunities to communicate. This skill to communicate is often tested 
throughout the alliance as circumstances change. 

2.1.3. Bonding 
The bonding aspect of AMC, as conceptualized by Schreiner et al. 

(2009), refers to the strong psychological bonds between the boundary 
spanners of an alliance. As an alliance brings together two or more in-
dividual firms, there is ample scope for misunderstandings to occur. The 
bonding aspect of AMC provides for a focal firm to build strong bonds 
with its partner by responding to its needs and showing respect for, and 
appreciation of, its views (Schreiner et al., 2009). Muthusamy and White 
(2005) discuss the dilemma present in alliances in that on one hand 
learning new knowledge is often the primary objective of firms entering 
alliances whereas on the other hand they need to protect their own 
knowledge to save themselves from possible opportunism. While some 
of this protection is gained in the early stages of the alliance through 
contracts and formal agreements, building strong bonds between firms 
goes a long way towards having effective conflict resolution processes 
and the fostering of better relationships (Li, Jiang, Pei, & Jiang, 2017). 
Conflict can increase the costs of doing business and can potentially 
reduce the opportunity to extract value from shared resources (Liu et al., 
2014; Trada & Goyal, 2017), thus developing a skill to create bonds 
between alliance partners can be an important source of value for an 
alliance. This skill is not developed overnight and evolves through 
repeated interactions. Ensuring that the focal firm does more than 
required for an alliance partner to be satisfied, by for example attending 
to their requests as priorities, can evoke norms of reciprocity that lead to 
strong bonds. 

2.2. Justice 

Significant research has been undertaken on justice in organizations 
(Crawshaw, Cropanzano, Bell, & Nadisic, 2013; Holtz & Harold, 2011) 
and in inter-organizational relationships (Bouazzaoui et al., 2020; Nar-
asimhan et al., 2013), and justice is conceptualized in line with SET. 
Justice is a comparative perception in that it occurs when an alliance 
partner feels that they are being treated differently. This paper argues 
that managing this perception of justice is an activity that organizations 
can develop and use with partners in an alliance. The development of 
these activities is fostered through the codification of practices and 
procedures, that demonstrate to partners that they are being treated 
with justice. This can have a positive impact on alliance success 

(Bouazzaoui et al., 2020). Trada and Goyal (2017) outline how both 
distributive and procedural injustice can increase opportunism. Incor-
poration of justice has the added benefits of reducing transactions costs 
(Luo, 2008) in line with TCE, and of reducing the possibility of alliance 
termination (Yang et al., 2012). We, in line with Trada and Goyal 
(2017), focus on distributive justice and procedural justice. 

2.2.1. Distributive justice 
In an alliance context, distributive justice (DJ) requires that the re-

wards emanating from the alliance are fairly shared between the part-
ners (Luo, 2007, 2008; Melkonian, Monin, & Noorderhaven, 2011). In 
terms of a process therefore, it behooves the alliance partner to establish 
and maintain procedures and policies that ensure fairness in sharing 
rewards (Crawshaw et al., 2013). Partners devote time, resources, and 
effort to the successful functioning of an alliance, and a DJ activity 
should ensure that this expenditure is sufficiently rewarded (Ariño & 
Ring, 2010). In the post-formation stage, contracts often do not cover all 
eventualities. An activity to ensure fairness in sharing rewards, and 
negative outcomes should they occur, is essential in building a good 
relationship between the parties in the alliance, and should, we posit, 
play a part in extending the life of the alliance and mitigate against 
alliance failure (Yang et al., 2012). Given that justice is perceptual in 
nature, especially in the case of non-monetary rewards where the out-
comes are not visible to both parties, a DJ activity becomes more rele-
vant since it conveys to the partner that the focal firm is not taking 
undue advantage when there is asymmetric information. Trada and 
Goyal (2017) find a direct link between unfair procedures and oppor-
tunism thus highlighting the importance of this skill for the effective 
functioning of an alliance. Developing a DJ skill requires a significant 
degree of openness and transparency between partners, which can be 
challenging especially at the earlier stages of alliances. 

2.2.2. Procedural justice 
Ensuring success of an alliance through reduction of the risks of 

opportunism and other negative behaviors (Huo, Wang, & Tian, 2016) 
requires the expertise to develop and maintain procedural justice (PJ). 
Rather than focusing on outcomes which is the purview of DJ, PJ con-
centrates on the decision-making procedures themselves (Luo, 2008; 
Melkonian et al., 2011). Crafting procedures that ensure fairness in 
decisions is an important skill in the successful management of alliances, 
as it reduces anxiety and stress levels for alliance partners. A PJ skill 
therefore ensures the alliance partners can create strong relationships 
based on clear procedures (Trada & Goyal, 2017). A process to develop 
these clear decision-making procedures can be developed over time or 
through learning from alliance partners who already have this capa-
bility. Alliance partners could consider, for example, giving access to 
each other’s supply chain management system to demonstrate the fair-
ness of decision-making procedures around prioritization of orders. 

2.3. Resource management 

Managing alliances successfully entails not only having the skill to 
enhance the relationship between alliance partners but also the skillset 
to manage resources to attain higher levels of performance outcomes 
(Albers et al., 2016; Jiang, Jiang, Cai, & Liu, 2015; Styles, Patterson, & 
Ahmed, 2008). Research, building on the Resource Based View (RBV) of 
the firm (Wiklund & Shepherd, 2009), has added significantly to our 
understanding of resource management and its effects on performance 
(Chiambaretto & Wassmer, 2019; Kunc & Morecroft, 2010; Sirmon, Hitt, 
& Ireland, 2007). The underlying proposition of the RBV, in this context, 
is that two separate firms with an identical set of resources and external 
environmental conditions can achieve significantly different outcomes 
owing to their different resource management processes (Kraaijenbrink 
et al., 2010). The available resource base thus represents only potential 
value creation. The actual realized value is dependent on how effectively 
the available resource base is utilized (Kauppila, 2015; Wiklund & 
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Shepherd, 2009). Alliance capabilities are built upon the RBV in that 
they consist of a set of competencies and processes which together create 
resources that identify competitive advantage (Forkmann et al., 2018; 
Kohtamäki et al., 2018; Kraaijenbrink et al., 2010). It is our contention 
that a skillset to manage resources more effectively is key to reducing the 
risk of alliance failure and is at the root of the skills around knowledge 
management (Kale & Singh, 2009) that are noted in other conceptuali-
zations of AMC. 

Sirmon et al. (2007) argues that resource management consists of 
three separate stages: namely structuring, bundling and leveraging. 
Structuring refers to gaining access to a pool of resources via acquiring 
resources externally or developing them internally. Bundling represents 
resource combination activities to develop capabilities and the process 
of making changes to keep up with the changing environment. Finally 
leveraging refers to the efficient utilization and deployment of these 
resources to generate value. In the post-formation stage, the partners 
have already been chosen and thus the resource base is already present, 
that is the structuring stage (Sirmon et al., 2007), is essentially complete. 
While this process may be ongoing throughout the alliance, the core aim 
of the post-formation stage is to optimally combine resources and adapt 
them according to dynamic environmental conditions (Chiambaretto & 
Wassmer, 2019; Sirmon et al., 2011; Sirmon, Gove, & Hitt, 2008; Wang 
& Zajac, 2007). A firm level skill to combine resources to create value is 
widely supported in the literature (Chadwick, Super, & Kwon, 2015; 
Galunic & Rodan, 1998) and is related to the bundling and leveraging 
elements of resource management (Sirmon et al., 2007). The capability 
to adapt in accordance with changing external dynamics (Nadkarni & 
Herrmann, 2010) permits the bundling and leveraging aspects to be 
more effective when adjustment is needed due to external change. Thus, 
two distinct firm-level skills to manage resources, in the post-formation 
alliance stage, can be identified: (1) resource combination and (2) 
adaptation. 

2.3.1. Resource combination 
Researchers have discussed the importance of complementary re-

sources in an alliance context (Chiambaretto & Wassmer, 2019; Fang, 
Lee, Palmatier, & Guo, 2016; Sirmon et al., 2008; Wang & Zajac, 2007) 
to obtain positive performance outcomes. In this context Wiklund and 
Shepherd (2009) contend that although the degree of resource 
complementarity is important, it is the organization level skill of 
combining complementary resources that ultimately decides perfor-
mance of an alliance. We posit that an ability to combine resources 
effectively and efficiently, both their own and those of the alliance, 
provides a firm with the ability to achieve positive performance out-
comes. Developing this skill is challenging and may take time to 
develop, as understanding the resource base available will not be im-
mediate. As a result, we contend that this is a skill that is built and 
maintained in the post-formation stage of an alliance because this is 
where partners can use processes and procedures to store their knowl-
edge of each other and the resources available. Once this skill is devel-
oped, it is then transferable to other alliances the organization engages 
in. Alliance partners can either keep resources for themselves or deploy 
them in the alliance (Levinthal & Wu, 2010). Understanding how re-
sources complement each other could improve the level of integration 
between alliance partners, and across different alliances, and is a 
foundation for more effective alliances (Sirmon et al., 2011). To foster 
this skill, firms need to undertake resource audits to understand which 
resources are potentially being under-utilized (Chiambaretto & 
Wassmer, 2019) and focus on the opportunity costs of not using certain 
resources to their advantage (Levinthal & Wu, 2010). Ensuring that the 
alliancing facing personnel work well together and understand the 
resource base available will go a long way towards the development of 
this skill (Chadwick et al., 2015). 

2.3.2. Adaptation 
Adaptation, in an alliance context, can be internally oriented or 

externally oriented. Internal adaptation is required as the motives of 
partners may change over time. The coordination skill, as described 
earlier, deals with internal, to the alliance, adaptation challenges via the 
skill to align actions (Gulati, Lawrence, & Puranam, 2005; Schreiner 
et al., 2009). The adaptation skill, in this paper, thus is a skill to manage 
changes to utilization of resources due to changes in external conditions. 
Environmental change may require a reformulation of strategy to ach-
ieve the stated objectives of an alliance (Schilke, 2014b). In an alliance, 
combining complementary resources is not a guarantee for success un-
less the complementary resource base is effectively adapted to the 
environment. An adaptation skill, therefore, involves a focal firm having 
the ability to reconfigure activities and procedures in accordance with 
the changing external environment (Gibson & Birkinshaw, 2004) to 
meet the challenge of dynamic conditions more effectively. Even in 
times of stable environmental conditions, alliance partners can be slow 
to fully commit their resources and thus the bundles of resources that 
may be available to the alliance may change over time thus requiring 
adaptation (Sirmon et al., 2011). Building this skill requires the alliance 
partners to continually scan the environment and to work with each 
other to best adapt their unique and shared resource bases to meet the 
ensuing challenges. For example, in times of heightened competition, a 
firm in an alliance may change its supply chain processes to enable rapid 
internationalization by the alliance partners for a joint product to sup-
port entry to new markets. 

In summary, a firm level capability to manage the post-formation 
management stage of an alliance requires skills to coordinate, commu-
nicate and bond with its alliance partner. These are complemented by 
procedures that are just and fair and the organization requires the 
capability not only to develop clear decision-making procedures (PJ) but 
also to ensure that rewards are shared equitably (DJ). Finally, alliances 
are created to get access to resources so that alliance partners can ach-
ieve common goals. However, access to resources is not enough, capa-
bilities to combine resources in different ways and to adapt to changes in 
the resource base of the alliance are required. 

2.4. Alliance performance 

There is clear evidence that the higher the level of AMC, the higher 
the level of alliance performance (Kauppila, 2015; Kohtamäki et al., 
2018; Niesten & Jolink, 2015; Rothaermel & Deeds, 2006; Schilke, 
2014a; Wang & Rajagopalan, 2015). As a result, we contend that our 
second order conceptualization of AMC will be positively associated 
with alliance performance. The focus of this paper is on an extended 
conceptualization of AMC, so as a result, we construct our hypothesis to 
test if our extended conceptualization has a greater level of association 
with alliance performance than the original conceptualization of AMC 
developed by Schreiner et al. (2009). The hypothesis is as follows: 

Hypothesis 1. The extended AMC conceptualization has a higher level 
of association with alliance performance than the Schreiner et al. (2009) 
AMC conceptualization. 

3. Method 

3.1. Sample firms and respondents 

We chose alliances from Indian IT-services firms in India for our 
sample using three different sources. Firstly, Capitaline (a digital in-
dustry database) was used which is well established in the Indian market 
and has been used in previous studies on alliances on Indian firms 
(Krishnan, Martin, & Noorderhaven, 2006). Secondly, the NASSCOM 
Annual Report was used to identify member companies. NASSCOM is a 
trade body consortium with major Indian companies in the IT space as 
its members. Thirdly, the websites of large technology vendors were 
searched to find their partners from the Indian IT industry. Together, 
these provided details of 994 alliances. The firms were telephoned to 
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establish to confirm the existence of the alliance and to get the contact 
details of the person responsible for the alliance. LinkedIn was used to 
verify their details where possible. 117 firms (17.8%) were removed due 
to the alliance no longer being in existence or the firm declined to 
participate in the study. Our survey was mailed to 817 firms, and we 
received 187 responses of which 43 were incomplete. This gave a final 
response rate of 18.8%, comparable to similar alliance studies using a 
key informant methodology (Kauppila, 2015; Leischnig et al., 2014; 
Schilke, 2014b; Schilke & Goerzen, 2010). 

Additionally, to validate the competence of the respondents to 
complete the survey the recommendations of Kumar, Stern, and 
Anderson (1993) were followed. Three validation items were included 
in the survey: (i) Length of the respondent’s tenure with the firm 
(measured in years), (ii) respondent’s knowledge of the firm’s alliances 
and length of time the respondent had been involved with the alliances 
in question. The average term of the alliance for this study was 5.4 years. 
In addition, the respondent firms were experienced in managing alli-
ances with the mean number of partnerships of about 8.6. This suggests 
that the respondents were well informed about the alliances in question. 
The alliance managers were asked to answer questions based on their 
key partnership. This was to ensure that the partnership was strategic in 
nature and not primarily a buyer-vendor relationship. Non-response bias 
was assessed in three ways. Firstly t-tests for differences between early 
and late responders indicated no significant differences, at the 5% level, 
for any of the constructs under investigation. Secondly, using informa-
tion from the NASSCOM database, the sample was assessed based on size 
(number of employees) and age, and no significant differences, at the 5% 
level, were found. Finally, we tested to see if the complete responses 
differed from the incomplete ones and no significant differences were 
found in terms of size or age. 

3.2. Measurement 

Multi-item scales were adopted from previous studies with some 
minor contextual modifications, as per Appendix 1, and were refined 
through a series of seventeen interviews with industry experts, aca-
demics, and alliance managers. There are challenges in measuring ca-
pabilities as they are embedded in routines, decision making procedures, 
and even in structures such as manuals and joint decision-making 
groups. However, in a cross-sectional study such as in this paper, we 
took the approach that we would ask our focal organizations what 
processes they had and what activities they performed taking these 
measures from established scales in the literature, to measure the skills 
that form AMC. The measures for coordination, communication and 
bonding were taken directly from Schreiner et al. (2009). This was 
required to be able to test H2 though we added one additional item on 
coordination from Mohr and Spekman (1994), and two additional 
communication items from Styles et al. (2008) relating to keeping 
partners informed about the relationship. Items for Distributive Justice 
and Procedural Justice items were taken from Luo (2007) with some 
changes for context. The items for Resource Combination were taken 
from Wiklund and Shepherd (2009). Adaptation was taken from Gibson 
and Birkinshaw (2004) with one item added on adjustment from Nad-
karni and Herrmann (2010). 

Alliance performance has proven to be a difficult construct to capture 
primarily due to the multifaceted nature of alliances (Christoffersen, 
2012). Lunnan and Haugland (2008) note three different ways of 
measuring the concept: financial, operational, and subjective. While 
financial measures are frequently used (Fang et al., 2016; Niesten & 
Jolink, 2015), it is difficult to get separate reliable financial information 
on the performance of the alliance itself. Operational measures typically 
include duration, stability, and termination (Christoffersen, Plenborg, & 
Robson, 2014). However, many alliances have pre-defined end dates, so 
termination as a measure may be an aspect of the alliance rather than a 
measure of performance. Instability, typically considered to be nega-
tively valenced, could also be considered as a positive outcome as the 

alliance may be growing in importance rather than disintegrating. 
Organizational performance can also be measured subjectively by 
asking well-informed management executives of the firm as to how well 
the firm is doing (Lunnan & Haugland, 2008; Schilke & Lumineau, 
2018). In the case of small to medium sized firms, objective data, 
particularly at alliance level, is generally difficult to obtain and thus data 
from key-informants is the only feasible option to follow. Although 
subjective and objective performance represent different ways of 
measuring performance, they have been shown to have a significant 
degree of correlation (Richard, Devinney, Yip, & Johnson, 2009). Recent 
studies (Jiang et al., 2015; Li et al., 2017; Schilke & Lumineau, 2018) 
have focused on subjective performance and Christoffersen et al. (2014) 
find that it is the most popular method of measuring performance in this 
context. The scale for alliance performance was adapted from Krishnan 
et al. (2006) with one extra item from Kale and Singh (2007) relating to 
competitive position. A pre-test, followed by a pilot, was carried out 
with a sample of alliance managers to assess content validity, and avoid 
vague or ambiguous items. Minor changes to wording of individual 
items were made to remove ambiguity. 

3.3. Control variables 

We used length of the focal partnership as a control variable 
following Cao and Lumineau (2015). As the partnership lengthens the 
alliance partners get more time to understand each other (Schreiner 
et al., 2009), and thus the level of the capability increases over time 
(Rothaermel & Deeds, 2006). Rather than focusing on general experi-
ence with alliances, Lai and Chang (2010) found that specific experience 
is an important issue in the management of alliances. This factor may 
influence the effectiveness of an organizations’ alliance management 
skills and activities leading to better alliance performance outcomes. We 
also, following other studies (Choi & Contractor, 2019; Fang et al., 2016; 
Rothaermel & Deeds, 2006; Schilke, 2014a, 2014b), controlled for size 
of the focal firm. 

3.4. Instrument validation 

As the data was collected utilizing survey measures from a single 
source, there is the potential for common method bias (Podsakoff, 
MacKenzie, Lee, & Podsakoff, 2003). Several techniques were employed 
to minimize the risk of common method bias (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, & 
Podsakoff, 2012). All respondents were the key person in their organi-
zation responsible for the alliance, so it is reasonable to expect that they 
were aware of the constructs in the study and were able to put them in 
context (MacKenzie & Podsakoff, 2012). Following Balboni et al. 
(2018), their knowledge of their organization and of the alliance was 
asked and the average score was over 6 (on a 7-point scale) with no 
individual scores below 5. Many of them asked for further information 
on the findings showing further evidence of mitigating the risk. We 
initially conducted Harman’s one factor test. No significant single factor 
emerged which provides some, although limited, evidence of no sub-
stantial common method bias. Given the reported issue around this test 
(Podsakoff et al., 2003), the common method factor technique (Pod-
sakoff et al., 2003) was also employed and the fit indices were very poor 
(χ2/df = 3.83, CFI =0.507, TLI = 0.498, RMSEA = 0.136, SRMR =
0.122) showing further evidence of lack of a common method effect. A 
more robust method for testing this bias is the marker variable method 
(Hulland, Baumgartner, & Smith, 2018; Lindell & Whitney, 2001). The 
propensity to scan for new partners was used as the marker variable. A 
discounted correlation matrix (Lindell & Whitney, 2001) was calculated. 
The highest difference was 0.039, and there were no changes in the 
directionality or the significance of any of the zero order inter-construct 
correlations, thus providing additional support for a lack of common 
method bias (Lindell & Whitney, 2001; Williams, Hartman, & Cavazotte, 
2010). 
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3.5. Analysis 

Measurement models, using MPlus, were developed for each 
construct of interest using confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) to test 
reliability and validity (Anderson & Gerbing, 1988; Bagozzi & Yi, 2012). 
The fit indices for the measurement model, including all constructs with 
no structural paths, were good (χ2/df = 1.54, CFI =0.91, TLI = 0.90, 
RMSEA = 0.059, SRMR = 0.076) (Bagozzi & Yi, 2012). This was fol-
lowed by structural model estimation, as per Fig. 1, to test our 
hypotheses. 

A CFA was run for each construct. Items with low reliabilities and 
unacceptable R2 were removed. Construct validity was assessed, as per 
Appendix 1, using composite reliability (CR) and average variance 
extracted (AVE). All AVE estimates were greater than 0.50 except for 
coordination, which was very close at 0.49, and all CR values were over 
0.80 (Bagozzi & Yi, 2012; Fornell & Larcker, 1981). Details can be found 
in Appendix 1. Discriminant validity was assessed using the inter- 
construct correlations and the square roots of the AVEs (Fornell & 
Larcker, 1981) in Table 1. One of the correlations was higher than the 
lowest square root of the AVE but the difference was quite small (0.01) 
so there is evidence of discriminant validity. 

4. Results 

Following established practices with second order factor models, we 
tested to see if the second order model itself met measurement stan-
dards. To assess this, following Schreiner et al. (2009), we compared our 
second order model against a single factor model (χ2/df = 3.79, CFI =
0.576, TLI = 0.546, RMSEA = 0.136, SRMR = 0.115), and a model 
where the correlation between the seven factors were constrained (χ2/ 
df = 2.403, CFI = 0.788, TLI = 0.772, RMSEA = 0.095; SRMR = 0.274). 
The second order model was superior to these alternatives on all fit 
indices (χ2/df = 1.665, CFI = 0.901, TLI = 0.892, RMSEA = 0.066, 
SRMR = 0.070). 

To test our hypothesis, we firstly developed a model which replicated 
Fig. 1 but with only the three skills identified by Schreiner et al. (2009) 
included. We associated this second order factor with alliance perfor-
mance and controlled for length of the focal partnership. The Schreiner 
et al. (2009) model had an adequate level of fit (χ2/df = 1.70, CFI =
0.911, TLI = 0.900, RMSEA = 0.068, SRMR = 0.071) and the association 
with performance was, as expected, positive and significant (standard-
ized effect size of 0.456, p = 0.000). We then tested our proposed model 
as per Fig. 1 and this had a better level of fit (χ2/df = 1.51, CFI = 0.907, 
TLI = 0.901, RMSEA = 0.058, SRMR = 0.075), and the association with 
performance was higher (standardized effect of 0.489, p = 0000), 
providing evidence in support of our main hypothesis. As the two models 
are not nested it was not possible to calculate other direct measures of 
comparison. The length of the key partnership, our control variable, had 
a small positive but significant (0.207, p < 0.05) effect on AMC, though 
no significant effect on alliance performance (0.0179, p = 0.358). See 
Fig. 2 for the results. Although the size of the firm was included as a 
control variable in the initial analysis, it did not have any significant 
effect on any of the exogenous and endogenous constructs, and thus is 

not included in the final analysis. 
In an alternative model, we tested if the Schreiner et al. (2009) 

conceptualization of AMC (with coordination, communication, and 
bonding as constituent skills in a second order model) with the other 
skills and activities at that level, effectively creating a three-level model, 
might better fit the data. In a further alternative, we also formed a justice 
second order factor and a resource related second order factor and 
conceptualized AMC as a third-order factor model. The overall effect on 
performance in these alternatives was similar to the core model tested 
which was expected as it is the same set of variables and relationships 
just grouped into higher order factors. However, these models were 
more complex and since the original model posited is more parsimo-
nious, and has essentially the same outcomes, we retained the concep-
tual model that we developed and empirically tested. We also ran 
models with and without the justice components and the resource 
components to assess their impact. The model without the two resource 
related skills had a poorer level of association with performance though 
still positive and significant (0.477, p = 0.000). The model without the 
two justice activities had a higher level of association (0.507, p = 0.000) 
with performance but the fit indices were poorer. As a result of these 
analyses, and the high loadings of the justice activities on the second 
order AMC, we retained the justice activities as part of our extended 
conceptualization. 

Another option considered is that these skills have independent ef-
fects on performance and that there is no synergistic effect of combining 
them into one second order alliance management capability. To assess 
this, we firstly assessed the level of association between each skill or 
activity individually with performance using seven different models. As 
expected, each one had a significant positive association with perfor-
mance with standardized effect sizes ranging from 0.378 for bonding to 
0.315 for resource combination, with an average of 0.357, all significant 
at p = 0.000, and the model fit was very strong in each case. This pro-
vided evidence that each component was important though it should be 
noted that the level of association with performance is lower than in the 
AMC model previously reported. Secondly, to test if the components are 
individually important when not combined into AMC, a single model 
was tested with linear relationships between the seven skills and activ-
ities, and performance. While the fit of this model was comparable to the 
model that tested our main hypothesis (χ2/df = 1.46, CFI = 0.919, TLI =
0.911, RMSEA = 0.055, SRMR = 0.064), results show that only the 
coordination skill strongly (0.235, p < 0.01) and the adaptive skill 
(0.271, p < 0.10) weakly relate to performance. All other skills and 
activities have no significant effect. We also replicated this analysis with 
the Schreiner et al. (2009) model (χ2/df = 1.70, CFI = 0.912, TLI =
0.900, RMSEA = 0.068, SRMR = 0.066) and found that only the coor-
dination skill positively (0.211, p < 0.05) related to performance. This 
provides evidence that it is when the firm deploys the capability, 
comprised of these seven skills and activities, the effect on performance 
is greater. 

Table 1 
Inter-construct correlations.  

Construct Coord Comm Bond DJ PJ Res Comb Adaptation Performance 

Coordination 0.70        
Communication 0.38 0.73       
Bonding 0.40 0.71 0.73      
Distributive Justice 0.29 0.52 0.54 0.84     
Procedural Justice 0.36 0.64 0.66 0.63 0.84    
Resource Comb 0.23 0.41 0.43 0.36 0.44 0.73   
Adaptation 0.29 0.52 0.54 0.46 0.56 0.40 0.79  
Alliance Perf 0.21 0.38 0.39 0.33 0.40 0.26 0.33 0.82 

The diagonal shows the square root of Average Variance Extracted (AVE). All correlations significant at p < 0.001. 
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5. Discussion 

5.1. Findings and contribution 

The ability of firms to, firstly, recognize the need for capabilities to 
manage alliances effectively, and secondly, to develop those capabilities 
(Niesten & Jolink, 2015), is potentially core for their future success. This 
paper set out to extend the conceptualization of AMC to enable firms 
engaging in individual alliances to better manage both relational and 
performance risk in strategic alliances in the post-formation stage. We 
were motivated by the call by Forkmann et al. (2018) to extend alliance 
capabilities beyond the relational. This study contributes to the growing 
literature on alliance management capabilities specifically focusing on 
the post-formation management stage. All stages are important and 
arguing about the importance of one stage over the other, in ensuring 
the success of the alliance, is a futile debate since every stage has its own 
significance (Kauppila, 2015). Still, the management stage may hold the 
key to alliance success because it is the longest stage in the lifetime of an 
alliance and there remains a lack of research on this stage (Albers et al., 
2016; Choi & Contractor, 2019). 

Following a review of AMC conceptualizations, we develop a set of 
seven inter-related skills and activities. These were empirically tested on 
a cross-sectional data set of alliances in India. Support was found for the 
proposed second-order AMC and its consequent impact on alliance 
performance. The three skills of coordination, communication, and 
bonding (Schreiner et al., 2009) are well understood in the literature 
(Kohtamäki et al., 2018; Wang & Rajagopalan, 2015). Our paper finds 
strong evidence for the role of these skills thus providing face validity for 
our conceptualization. We also find that the longer the alliance, the 

higher the level of AMC, in line with extant research (Cao & Lumineau, 
2015; Lai et al., 2010; Rothaermel & Deeds, 2006). No significant effect 
was found for firm size (Choi & Contractor, 2019; Fang et al., 2016) thus 
the level of AMC does not seem to be related to how large the organi-
zation is. 

We add to the literature by specifically proposing that activities to 
develop higher levels of distributive and procedural justice by alliance 
partners are part of a capability to manage alliances. This contributes to 
the growing calls for an exploration of the role of justice in alliance 
research (Bouazzaoui et al., 2020; Crawshaw et al., 2013; Wang & 
Dyball, 2019), and in inter-organizational relationships in general 
(Lumineau & Oliveira, 2018). SET is fundamental to the success of al-
liances, and we extend the traditional use of SET in alliance-related 
research through consideration of justice activities. SET underpins the 
justice activities included in our extended conceptualization as percep-
tions of injustice would reduce the likelihood of reciprocity that is 
central to alliance functioning. We also contend, in line with TCE, that 
through developing justice-related skills, organizations can reduce the 
costs associated with potential opportunism by partners. 

Alliances are successful when they combine and adapt resources to 
meet alliance related goals. Some of this activity was already captured 
by the coordination skill (Schreiner et al., 2009), and our additional 
resource combination and adaptation skills complement and extend this. 
Resource management is core to increased performance in an alliance 
context (Albers et al., 2016; Chadwick et al., 2015; Jiang et al., 2015; 
Sirmon et al., 2011; Styles et al., 2008; Wiklund & Shepherd, 2009). We 
drew on this literature to add two skills: a resource combination skill and 
an adaptive skill. We stress the importance of resource combination as 
fundamentally an alliance brings partners together to exploit common 

Fig. 2. Structural Model results (standardized estimates).  
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and unique resources. We contend that the lack of such a skill is a major 
stumbling block in deriving value from the alliance and thus it is core to 
an alliance management capability. Alliances do not operate in vacuums 
and as a result the skill to adapt resources to changing circumstances is 
also, in our view, essential. Much of the literature in this area has 
stressed the importance of knowledge (Kale & Singh, 2009; Kohtamäki 
et al., 2018) and while we agree this is important, we consider to what 
end this knowledge is applied – the effective management of resources. 
It is our contention, and validated through this paper, that the skills to 
combine resources and adapt the resource base to changing circum-
stances contribute to alliance success. 

5.2. Managerial implications 

The AMC framework proposed in this paper also offers several 
practical implications for alliance managers and for organizations that 
are either in alliances or plan to enter them. It may also provide a useful 
framework to analyze reasons for alliance failure. Each of the seven 
skills and activities are individually important, as shown in our results, 
but it is when they combine as a capability to manage an alliance, it is 
when they have the highest association with performance. For example, 
although communication and bonding are vital for smooth alliance 
functioning, alliance managers also need to develop skills to make sure 
that their counterparts perceive alliance functioning to be fair. Likewise, 
although a good relationship is the key to a successful alliance, ulti-
mately it must perform financially, and this can be achieved through 
better efforts in combining resources and adapting resources to external 
changes. This multipronged approach, although difficult in practice, will 
go a long way in ensuring that favorable alliance outcomes are achieved. 

Alliance management capability, although straightforward and 
simple in appearance, can be quite difficult to initiate and sustain at the 
firm level. Firm level processes need to be established and practiced 
diligently to achieve proposed alliance performance outcomes. While 
firms may take the step to embed these into structures, this is not always 
possible for smaller firms who have potentially less resources and may 
be more dependent on alliances to access markets or innovate. For 
example, the development of interfirm councils (Lorenzoni & Lipparini, 
1999) may not be possible for all firms due to the resources required, 
however the capability to create fair order processing systems (Yang 
et al., 2012) where it is clear how partners are prioritized is potentially 
achievable by all firms. Our result that it is the length of the partnership, 
and not the size of the firm, that has a positive impact on the level of 
AMC provides further evidence for these contentions. 

Although it is undoubtedly desirable that both partners have high 
levels of AMC, we contend that even one partner having high AMC will 
lead to increased alliance performance outcomes. This is due to two 
reasons. First, actions by one partner can affect alliance performance in a 
positive manner (Cullen, Johnson, & Sakano, 2000). Indeed, Bello, 
Katsikeas, and Robson (2010) show that a unilateral accommodation by 
a focal firm, owing perhaps to higher commitment to the venture, with 
regards to an opportunistic partner leads to higher positive outcomes for 
the alliance. The 17 interviews conducted support this view whereby 
many managers took the karmic view that good deeds lead to good 
outcomes, resonating with SET. Second, if one partner has a better level 
of AMC, than it may be able to mitigate poor performance by the other 
through not only its own superior skills in managing the alliance but, 
also in the process, sharing good alliance management practices with its 
partner. 

5.3. Limitations and future research 

One of the limitations of our study is that it is restricted to a single 
industry. Although, the IT-services industry is global in nature and tends 
to have common policies and procedures, undertaking research in 
different sectors would enhance the generalizability of our model. Given 
the industry, the alliances in our sample were primarily technological in 

nature. Our study is conducted in India, an emerging economy, and thus 
there may be differences in how alliances are managed in this envi-
ronment. We focused on the post-formation stage though it would be 
interesting to see how the presence of AMC affects the formation of new 
alliances though a study of initial negotiations and construction of 
alliance contracts. 

Our ability to infer causal relationships is reduced due to the cross- 
sectional nature of our data. We have specified our model such that 
higher levels of AMC drive alliance-level performance. This is the most 
likely chain of reasoning and is grounded in SET and the RBV (i.e. firm 
level capabilities lead to performance); however, our focal relationship 
may be reciprocal. For example, higher levels of AMC come with a cost 
that can only be borne by successful alliances. Longitudinal research 
would help to answer this limitation though the high levels of cooper-
ation required are difficult to attain and our interviews with key in-
formants did not give us confidence that we would be able to employ this 
method successfully. 

Cao and Lumineau (2015), in a meta-analysis, suggest that contrac-
tual and relational governance are related, though this contention is 
debated in the literature (Keller, Lumineau, Mellewigt, & Ariño, 2021). 
Future research could consider how contracts (Contractor & Reuer, 
2014; Schilke & Lumineau, 2018) include the dimensions of our 
extended conceptualization of AMC. While coordination and commu-
nication mechanisms are typically part of contracts (Balboni et al., 2018; 
Cao & Lumineau, 2015; Contractor & Reuer, 2014; Schilke & Lumineau, 
2018), how do the other activities and skills that are part of our extended 
conceptualization appear in contracts? For example, are justice issues 
(for example around fair decision making procedures) explicitly written 
into contracts as part of contractual governance mechanisms? Analysis 
of internal documentation regarding alliance policies, procedures, and 
protocols could also be examined to understand the various methods by 
which firms maintain AMC over time. Additional insight could be gained 
from consideration of both successful and unsuccessful alliances. The 
seven skills and abilities identified in this paper provide avenues of in-
quiry for understanding the “black box” of how alliances are managed 
(Albers et al., 2016). 

6. Conclusion 

Our paper responds to calls for research on capabilities required in 
the post-formation stage of alliances (Contractor & Reuer, 2014; Koh-
tamäki et al., 2018; Wang & Rajagopalan, 2015). Furthermore, we 
contribute to the gap identified by Albers et al. (2016) pertaining to the 
internal operations of alliances, through extending the range of skills 
and activities that comprise AMC, and thus opening new routes for 
future research. Our extended AMC conceptualization also contributes 
to the research gap identified by Forkmann et al. (2018) which calls for 
research on management capabilities that are not exclusively focused on 
relationship development. We achieve this through bringing together 
the emerging stream of literature on justice in alliances (Bouazzaoui 
et al., 2020; Wang & Dyball, 2019) and integrating it into our extended 
AMC conceptualization. We also focus on the ability of firms to deploy 
both their unique resources and those available to them due to the 
alliance more effectively and efficiently, through developing skills to 
combine and adapt resources (Chadwick et al., 2015; Chiambaretto & 
Wassmer, 2019; Sirmon et al., 2011). This paper demonstrates that to 
mitigate against relational and performance risk (Das & Teng, 2001a, 
2001b; Gomes et al., 2016), alliance managers need to consider the 
seven skills and activities together. We find that focusing on relationship 
management alone is insufficient in agreement with Forkmann et al. 
(2018). Our conceptualization of AMC for individual alliances in the 
post-formation stage integrates insights from the relational view 
informed by SET, RBV and TCE so that firms can develop a capability 
composed of a set of seven distinct, yet complementary, skills and ac-
tivities to enhance the functioning of their alliances and ultimately 
reduce the performance and relational risks that contribute to alliance 
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failure.  

Appendix 1: Items, loadings, and reliabilities  

Scale items  Reliability 

Factor loadings 
(λ) 

Composite 
reliability 

Average variance 
extracted 

Coordination  0.825 0.489 
For coordinating partner-related activities, we have established internal processes (example, for marketing, 
project coordination) within our company. 

0.810   

For cooperation with our partner, we have established cross-company processes, meaning reaching across 
company boundaries 

0.685   

Within our company, we meet regularly to adapt our working procedures to our partner. 0.741   
Within our company, we have adjusted our incentive systems (bonus, goal agreement) to serve the goals of the 
partnership with our partner. 

0.561   

Within our company, we ensure that our activities with our partner are well coordinated. 0.676   
Communication  0.818 0.530 

We always make an effort to make our partner understand our service and product offering. 0.676   
In case of any organizational changes, we always inform our partner about the new contact person in our 
company. 

0.744   

We keep our partner well informed with regards to the relationship. 0.797   
We communicate well to our partner, our expectation regarding the performance of the partnership. 0.689   

Bonding  0.855 0.543 
We stand by our partner’s side even in difficult situations 0.751   
We listen attentively when our partner explains problems to us. 0.812   
We care about the concerns of our partner even if we do not expect any advantages to arise for us in the short 
term. 

0.785   

During conversations we automatically understand what our partner actually wants. 0.598   
When discussing points of disagreement, we always try to see our partner’s point of view. 0.721   

Distributive Justice Within our company, we ensure that the rewards/returns generated from the partnership are 
shared fairly with our partner  

0.828 0.618 

With respect to the Commitment shown (by each partner). 0.805   
With respect to the Responsibilities taken (by each partner). 0.841   
With respect to the Efforts put (by each partner) towards the success of the partnership. 0.706   

Procedural Justice: Within our company, we ensure that the procedures used  0.937 0.712 
For making decisions for the partnership are fair. 0.880   
Used to negotiate and ultimately write contracts for our partnership are fair. 0.815   
Used to develop and structure the partnership are fair. 0.852   
In planning and managing the partnership activities are fair. 0.851   
To govern knowledge between two parties are fair. 0.807   
Within our company, we ensure that the execution and implementation of the partnership contract is done 
fairly. 

0.854   

Resource Combination Rate your company’s emphasis on using different resources, compared with the common 
practices in your industry, concerning  

0.824 0.541 

Accumulating unique resources for future use. 0.674   
Using new resources, not previously known in the industry, to pursue new strategic initiatives such as entering a 
new market. 

0.814   

Developing new resources for use in new operations. 0.738   
Using new resources to create radically new product. 0.708   

Adaptation  0.828 0.618 
Within our company, we encourage people to challenge outmoded traditions and practices. 0.805   
We are flexible enough to respond quickly to changes in the environment. 0.841   
We evolve rapidly in response to shifts in our business priorities. 0.706   

Alliance Performance  0.926 0.677 
The objectives for which this partnership was established are being met 0.798   
Our firm is satisfied with the financial performance of the partnership. 0.813   
Our partner firm seems to be satisfied with the financial performance of the partnership. 0.842   
Our firm is satisfied with the overall performance of the partnership. 0.876   
Our partner firm seems to be satisfied with the overall performance of the partnership. 0.894   
Our company’s competitive position has been greatly enhanced due to the partnership. 0.698    
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